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Abstract

Web Applications (WA) are developed and maintained under tight schedules. After delivery, they are often changed. Much similarity across WAs creates reuse opportunities. This tutorial will show a practical way to exploit reuse potentials to meet the unique challenges of Web engineering. We’ll start by showing the results of our study of 17 WAs in which we found much similarity across WA modules. Having understood similarity patterns in WAs and sources of those similarities, we’ll review conventional design solutions and Web technologies (J2EE, .NET, ASP, JSP, PHP) that are commonly used in Web engineering. While these technologies can achieve reuse at a basic level, they do not provide mechanisms to fully exploit reuse opportunities that exist due to similarities at the analysis and design levels. We’ll apply XVCL (http://fxvcl.sourceforge.net) to turn WAs built with conventional approaches, into a generic WA solution that offers dramatic productivity gains in WA development and maintenance. This part of the tutorial will be based on industrial application of XVCL to WA engineering. A generic WA forms a WA product line architecture from which we can rapidly develop new WAs and maintain the whole family of WAs in reuse-based, cost-effective way. Participants of the tutorial will gain hands on experience with XVCL method, and will be able to adopt productivity solutions presented in the tutorial in their Web engineering projects.

Learning objectives

Attendees will learn to locate areas where there are reuse opportunities in Web Applications; they will learn techniques of how to turn those opportunities into productivity gains.

Target audience

- Academic faculty, students and researchers with interest in Web engineering
- Software practitioners, Project Leaders, Analysts and Designers
- Managers responsible for software productivity and quality
- Managers responsible for software technology evaluation and adoption
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